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INTRODUCTION

1

PART I - UNIVERSITY VIEWPOINT

The Problem
In a presentation made to the faculty assembly of Florida Technological University, (FTU), Dr. John Bolte, (1973) Assistant Vice President
of Academic

Affai~~,

explained the university's enrollment projections

and some possible explanations for these revisions.

FTU's fall head-

count enrollment projection that was made in December, 1969, predicted
an enrollment of approximately 30,000 students by 1980.

By March, 1972,

the projection was revised downward to about one half of the 1969 projection, and the projection given in January, 1973, was further revised
downward to less than 10,000 students.

Appendix A graphically illus-

trates the enrollment projections discussed above.
The problem of shrinking

enrol~ment

at FTU is not unique.

College

and University enrollment projections independently made by the Federal
Government and the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education foresee 1.5
million fewer students in 1980 and 3.4 million less students in the year
2000 than originally estimated (Barton, 1973; Watkins, 1973b).

The 50

percent increase projected two years ago for the decade 1970-80 has
dropped to 32 percent.

Even this year, government statistics estimate·

that enrollments in colleges and universities will fall some 637,000
students short of original projections. (Demchuk, 1973; Bacon and
Pride, 1971; Chronicle, 1973a).
The University of Georgia officials predicted in the fall of 1973
that their enrollment would drop 1,100 students from fall to winter
quarter (Teasley, 1973).

Four of the nine state universities in 'Florida,
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over projected student enrollment f or the 1973-74 academic ye a r (}lackey,

1974).

Interestingly, Florida was one of the states showing the great-

est increases in '1972 opening fall enrollments over those reported in

1970.

(Watkins, 1973).

' The National Education Association (NEA) claims there is a recent
reversing trend in the proportion of college-age population enrolled in
resident degree-credit programs.

The proportion was 1.7 percent in 1869-

70, 8.1 percent in 1919-20, 14.5 percent in 1939-40, and 50.3 percent in
fall 1969.

However, this trend leveled off in fall 1971 and actually

declined in fall 1972. (NEA, 1973) ..
.,may

be

The NEA further predicts that this

a harbinger of further declines in the percentages of college-

age population enrolled in degree-credit programs in the future."
The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education predicted that by 1980,
colleges and universities will "face a $51 billion gap between i n come
and ·e xpenditures," if the enrollment projection, now anticipated materialize.

(Chickering and Kuper, 1971)

The Effects
It would seem that there are a multiplicity of reasons why the
college and univer sity enrollment picture changed so drastically in such
a short period of time.

One of the reasons for revising Florida's en-

rollment figures dovmward is due to the decline in the number of high
school graduates attending college.

In 1969 better than 55 percent of

all public and private high school graduates enroll ed in college.

By

1972, this figure had declined to 51% and indications are that it will
drop even further. (State of Florida, Board of Regents, 1972).

A more

detailed analysis of the educational plans of Florida's hi gh school
graduates and the number of those attending high schools in t h is state

may be seen in Appendices B and C
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Other contributing factors to declining enrollment are the elimination of the military draft'· greater job availabilities for high school
graduates, young people seeking experiences through sources other than
formal

edu~ation,

and the promotion of semi-skilled professions by state

and federal governments (Bolte, 1973).
Increased competition for students might be considered another
factor for consideration when studying enrollment projections.
officials point to "unprecedented decreases at the more

--------

Georgia

eh~ensive,

resi-

dent schools and dramatic jumps at thos·e cheaper and closer to home."
(Teasley, 1973).

A few years ago, Florida had only two state university

locations and few junior and community colleges.

Today, in addition to

25 privately owned colleges in Florida, there are now nine state supported
universities and 28 junior or community colleges.
The public's negative biases . toward the value of higher education
generated by the Newman Report, the Carnegie Commission and radio and
television coverage on the shortage of employment onportunities for
college graduates have also contributed to decreasing enrollments
in higher education.

(Barton, 1973; Carnegie, 1971; Chronicle, 1973;

Maryland, 1972; New York Times, 1973; Orlando Sentinel, 1973; Scully,
1973; Tallahassee Democrat, 1973a, 1973c).
In addition to the Newman Report charge that higher education resists
change due to "its massive inertia," that our present system rarely eliminates outmoded programs, ignores the differing needs of students, seldom
questions its educational goals, it also points out the university's
attitude toward recruiting of new students as remaining aloof and outdated.
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The shrinking amount of tuition aid for college students is yet
another factor in the decreasing enrollment problem of colleges and
universities.

When the Nixon Administration decided seve.ral years ago

to guarantee loans

thro~gh

banks instead of the government making loans

direct, free-enterprise responded enthusiastically.

What they failed to

take into account, however, was what would happen when money turned
tight and interest rates went up.

When this happened, student loans lost

out to more easily serviced commercial loans.

"Unless educational oppor-

tunities for qualified middle-class youths are to be severely restricted an unacceptable alternative - Congress must act swiftly to undo the harm
done by the present shortsighted approach to grants and loans" ·· (New
York Times, 1973).
"For the middle class, affluence is a fable ..•. The
idea has taken hold that part of being middle class
parents means that you are going to send your kids to
college ...• But increasingly, people who are middle
class can't fin ance their kids' college education and
are doing it on loans" (Donovan, 1973).

A north Chicago high school reports that more than 500 college
admissions counsellors would visit their school this year, each hoping to
win his share of the 582 graduating seniors.
missions

repres~ntatives

The number of college ad-

has grown so large that some high schools can-

not possibly handle the interviews effectively

(Weiner, 1971).

The effects of all this have been a sudden impact on the general welfare of colleges and universities throughout the nation.
universities are going out of business.
closing

do~m

Some colleges and

Others are laying off faculty,

classrooms and dormitories, raising tuition rates, and appeal-

ing for more financial support

(Shell, 1973 and Switzer, 1972).

Some administrations feel that perhaps colleges and universities
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see this as an opportunity to catch their breath and re-evaluate their
mission, their programs, appraise their real contribution to society,
and reflect on quality instead of quantity

(Wolf, 1973).

Even to do these things, however, universities must meet three
conditions.

One condition is to preserve, or re-build if necessary,

the "image" the ....university
is projecting. ·Another condition is to in-·
sure adequate financial resources to become and remain competitive as
a ·quality educational institution, · and finally to be assured of an ade(".....___

quate and stabilized student body

(Johhson, 1971).

Each of these conditions could be considered a study in itself.
Although the

prob~ems

facing colleges and universities seem .to relate

directly to finances and management - both are affected greatly by
having a successful enrollment effort.

Wh~ther

'the . school is privately

owned or publicly supported, all of the financial and contractual obligations are based on projected enrollment

(Johnson, 1972).

A few years back when students were clamoring to get into colleges,
of admissions could afford to be merely order takers.
however,

the~ns

"Today,

director has to be a combination of a marketir.g

analyst, manager by objectives, communication/graphics image broker, and
sales-oriented planner"

(Switzer, 1972).

"Its suddenly become a seller's

market, so a lot of institutions are out recruiting heavily.
~/

tions are offering four-year
the enrollment up"

sc~olarships

Some institu-

to the top kids just to keep

(Moss, 1973).

Many colleges have begun to court candidates with almost as much vigor
as students were pursuing the colleges only a few years ago.

Some colleges,

however, are turning a legitimate search into the sort of ''head hunting
that can only hurt the public i mag e of highe r education," (New York

Times, 1974).

Such is the case when trustees refer to admissions dir-

ectors as the heads of "the sales force."
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The other extreme, however,

't<lhich may be even more serious is the closed doo·r policy.

According

to Hanson, Academic Vice-President, University of Florida, "what we had
here in the past was a rejections office instead of an admissions of~
fice," (Tallahassee Democrat, 1973b).

___.,

Johnson. (1972)
stated that the first step in enrollment stabili... - ·
zation involves a long and critical look at the institution.
Why?

Who attends?

Is the college really worth the extra cost of the same accredited

program at the coillUlunity college?

He further warns that "unless you

have viable programs meeting the needs of your community, state, or any
other potential s _tudent groups, your future is limited. 1'

It wouid seem

that the image of the university to a prospective student would be critical in motivating him to apply for admission.
Johnson (1972) further claims that the role as admissions director
is not easy.

He must know the number of applicants, their geograph-

ical sources and educational interests.

He must kno't-7 the "cost pe!' stu-

dent" in recruitment of new students and develop an adequate budget for
meeting thE desired university goal.
support from the faculty.
e~ough

His

He must work with and encourage

~ing

techniques must be

su~cessful

-----

to attract students that have grown up under the impact of tele-

vision, advertising, radio, and Madison Avenue techniques.
Generally, college publications released to the public are of a low
profile nature.

Some say that contemporary brochures using color, plus

communications systems adapted from those used by business along with
an active student contact program make an institution look desperateQ
Studies have shown, however, that if these things are done in a quality
manner, with the best interests of thesstudent uppermost, the potential
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student's reaction is positive and gives the impression that the institution is truly interested in him. (Sutton, 1972).
As a test of the type of response being sent to applicants, Johnson
(1972) sent a handwritten letter to

~he

director of admissions of all

lOO · members of the Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges requesting information about the college and an application.

Of the 85

colleges replying only 34 made a second mailing and only one college
made a third ahd fourth mailing.

The postage ranged from 8 cents to $1.04.

Several had postage due when it arrived, one used a standard envelope
marked "third class mail."

There were no phone calls.

received, 40 schools sent personally typed letters.

Of the letters

Some of these were

less effective, however, because they used standard salutations such as
"Dear Friend."

Offset letters were used d!n only 19 replies and seven

replies were mimeographed.

A brochure or brochures were included in 40

replies, and 12 sent viewbooks.

Two schools had very attractive view-

books, but ruined them by folding them to fit a small envelope.
included in the replies:

Also

47 sent catalogues or bulletins; 72 sent an

application form or an "application packet; 11 28 included return postcard
or envelopes; and 20 suggested a campus visit.
The general response points to one clear fact - "personalized education claim of small colleges as an asset is rarely mirrored by the
admissions contact effort.

The single best lead the institution has

would seem to be the student who writes in for admission information and
as such he should be treated with individual concern until he makes his
final decision.
In addition to mail follow-up, one college in Texas rents a WATS
line so that they can make personal contacts .with all inquiries.

Another

college borrows a WATS line from an alumnus and makes their calls in

the evening.

Another college is seeking administrative permission to
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buy a . camper, complete with kitchen, shower, telephone and slide projector as they plan to recruit at local high schools and shopping
centers. (Switzer, 1972).
Sutton (1972) emphasizes that the first project of a college admissions director is to construct a written marketing plan to encourage
systematic thi.nl<.ing, planning and, to as great a degree as possible,
controlling the future.

He stated, "An essential part of a marketing

plan is knowing who your prospects are and just as important is knowing
who your prospects are not."
Coleman (1973) analyzed why applicants accepted by FTU chose not
to enroll at that

~nstitution.

Approximately 30 percent of the new

entering freshmen and transfer students who applied for Fall 1972 admission either attended another institution or did not attend college.
Seventy-one percent representing 306 "no shows" responded to Coleman's
questionnaire.

Of those applying as beginning freshmen, 80 percent

attended another institution.

It may be concluded that FTU was losing

the prospects to other schools to a much greater degree than they were
to industry.
The primary reasons given for selecting another institution were:
the academic program seemed better at another institution; another college
was my

fir~t

preference; or another institution was closer to home.

The

students who selected a four-year institution were most critical of the
academic program and those who attendee a two-year college were more concerned with higher tuition charges and the closeness of the institution
to their home.

The reasons commonly listed for transfer students varied

substantially from the above group.

Their concerns were:

higher tuition

charges, unable to locate adequate housing near the university; and

needed courses which were not offered.
accepted

~y

Other reasons

~isted

9
were being

the other university first, a better financial aid plan

offered by another institution, and more extra~curricular activities
offered by the other institution.
Full-time employment and inadequate financial resources were the
primary reasons given for the 222 students who did not attend college.
However, 84

perce~

of this group indicated that they would return at

a later date.
.

Selected

.

University Solutions

The University of Chicago, faced with shifting enrollment patterns
that no longer set college as the first post-graduation goal of every
high school senior, are sending recruiters into small towns looking for
seniors who are particularly talented rather than those who are simply
affluent

(Malcolm, 1973).

Barat College has concentrated its efforts in adult education to
take up the slack in decreasing enrollments

(Oppenheim, 1974).

Beloit College has established a program to demonstrate that a
small liberal arts college has positive areas of involvement for science
and scientists in a contemporary world.

They employed a science educa-

tion motor home which traveled to 78 high schools, in nine states.

The

project certainly has had positive influence on admissions and has also
won the college the Certificate of Special Merit, American College Public
Relations Association National Honors Competition
CAPP, Cadet

P~ocurement

(Pride, 1972b).

Program was conc·eived as a volunteer program

soliciting alumni to serve as recruiting agents at The Citadel in 1970.
Alumni actively solicited students, called on those who applied, and
pursued those accepted, with a view to convincing them that they should
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matriculate at The Citadel.

The CAPP project resulted in an increase

in applications of more than 55 percent the first year

(Nicholson,

1972).
The Air Force Academy launched a ·vigorous information and orientation program to acquaint educators and

minor~ty

prospective cadets to apply for nominations.
Negro cadets

~n_t_o__ major

group members who were

The Academy sent thirteen

population centers throughout the nation during

the week of the Academy's spring break to speak to student groups in
predominately Negro high schools

(Ethridge, 1972).

The University of Georgia Alumni Fohndation devised a means of
attracting more of Georgia's outstanding high school graduates to the
university

throug~

the National Merit program.

A

one~day

conference

for National Merit semi-finalists was established at the university so
that these students might be made aware of what the institution had to
offer

(Griffith, 1969).

In May, 1968, Fordham University found an urgent need to tell
students in key high schools in the New York metropolitan area that the
university had decided to enlarge the first freshman class (entering in
September, 1968) at its new liberal arts college at Lincoln Center.

l~s

one step, Fordham used ads in some 20 selected high school papers
(O'Connell, 1968).
Another successful plan developed by the United States Air Force
Academy was a recruiting scheme called "Christmas Grassroots."

During

Christmas leave, 450 cadets volunteered to talk with various groups in
their home towns while on vacation.

Due to the enthusiastic responses

they experienced, the plan has now been established as an on-going
function

(Pride, 1972a).
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The University of Miami has used the recent energy crisis to their
advantage by placing ads in Boston newspapers to let potential transfer
students know that two

o~

its admissions officers would be in the area

just before Christmas resulting in a· 10 percent increase in January
. enrollment. (Wall Street Journal, 1974).
St. Joseph College in Rensselaer, Indiana, offered students a $100
tuition

break _ ~~s~

year for each new student they enrolled in· the school.

(Herman, 1973).
Mi.nnesota and Wisconsin have a reciprocal program wherein students
from either state pay only resident tuition in any of the public colleges
and universities in the
Clarkson

Coll~ge

t~vo

states.

(Nelson, 1973).

of Technology has had success in using the Student

Search Service of the College Entrance Examination Board.

Surprisingly,

when the applying students who responded to this service were i.nterviewed,
most of them had heard from only a few colleges. (Chapple, 1972).
An unusual recruitment tool was devised by _students at Drake Univer-

sity when they decided to use students as "marketing consultants."
Journalism students designed a colorful high school mailing piece combining

sig~ t,

sound and participation in a board-type game to acquaint

potential students with extracurricular activities at this
(Shaw, 1973).

univer~ity.

PART II.
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STUDENT VIEWPOINT

Resident Student
Startup (1972) investigated the reasons why people attempt to
gain entrance into a university, and found that 90 percent of them
indicated their reasons had to do with future occupations.
the

satisfact~o~

However,

Qf doing more interesting work (but not the satisfac-

tion of working with interesting people) was given more emphasis than
the extrinsic financial and other regards which stem from it.
rewards were more popular by men, though, than by women.

Extrinsic

Access to a

better paid occupation or position was given most often by those in
Applied Sciences tl).an in any other faculty.

Almost two-thirds of stu-

duets in Social Sciences gave their reason as providing a wider choice
of occupations.
The most popular personal reason for furthering one's education was
that the university would help to widen their outlook and experience.
This reason was more often recorded by women than by men and more in
Social Studies and Arts than in science.

One third

gave as personal reasons, first the desire to become
second, the des ire to

u

of the respondents
~ndependent

and

get a'tvay from one's home district."

Fur.ther, many of the students sampled gave as a reason the pursuit
of knowledge for its own sake.

They also valued the association with

others who have the same intellectual interests.

Finally, a sobering

thought for many university professors was that only a small group of
students gave any mention of studying an academic subject for itself as
a reason for

~oming

to a university.

Although the desire to participate in informal social activities
and sports was important to the entering freshman, the possibility of

associating with people of similar age with similar interests was by
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far the most important 'social' reason for attending a university. Only
20 percent indicated that they consciously tried to gain entrance to the
university, in order to fulfill the expectations of others.
The Commuter Student
Even though more than half of all American college students live at
home with their tamily and commute to college, the research has been
primarily concerned with residential students.

Knowledge is now accumu-

lating which reveals that the educational, social and psychological development of commuters is quite different . . from that of resident students
(Harrington, 1972).
Kysar (1964) hypothesized that the separation from home involved in
going away to college is a normal developmental pattern for the young
adult and that the commuter misses this developmental opportunity.

He

noted that because the transition from home is often no different from
attending secondary schools, the students tend to be slower in altering
ineffective study patterns, accepting self-imposed freedom, and perceiving
the faculty's expectations for self-direction.
Klotsche (1966) reported that conflicting political and social attitudes were the greatest single producers of stress and .unhappiness in
the commuter's life.

He also discovered that they had fewer collegiate

friends and acquaintances and identified more with people they had known
during high school.
Graff and Cooley (1970) found that the commuter had poorer mental
health and curricular adjustment and showed less maturity in goals and
aspirations.

They found no differences however, with regard to achieve-

ment, study skills, organization, and interpersonal relations with peers.
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Chickering and Kuper (1971) f6und the main impact of college on
resident students occurred during the first two years, but did not happen until the last two years for commuter students.

They also found that

students who lived in private apartments or rooms off campus reported
college experiences and activities very similar to those commuting from

Knoell (19.70) -found that in Community Colleges where there are few
resident students the ethnic and socio-economic composition of the student body is the same as the community or in some cases over-reflecting
l

ethnic and minority groups, s .i nce students from these groups have fewer
educational options than do middle class students.

These findings were

supported by the work of Geo.r ge (1971) who concluded that a positive
r~lationship

existed between socioeconomic status and the individual's

choice to attend a commuter or residential college.
Minkevich, George, and Marshall (1971) found that the commuters
tended to let others make decisions for them more frequently, others
sought suggestions from others, and avoided the unconventional.

In

addition, Drasgow (1958) found that the commuters did.'.not persist in
college as long as did the residential students.
Reisman and Jencks (1965) found that the commuter students see a
commuter college as a social organization resembling a factory to V7hich
students

c~me

each day for a

~mited

numbers of hours, whereas residen-

tial students perceived "their" college with the same respect as "their"
family.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
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Although the problem of declining enrollments for colleges and
universities is almost universal, its solution is not apparent.

The

impact of changes in society affecting university enrollment has been
sudden and universities have lagged
reflect these changes.
colleges

~ehind

in adjusting to practices to

The adjustments that have been made by selective

and _ ~~iY.ersities

may have only local applicability and may not

be appropriate for colleges and universities as a whole.
Florida Technological University as a relatively young university
cannot depend entirely upon the prestige of its longstanding academic
reputation, a large alumni group, highly developed athletic programs,
or other "automatic" mechanisms available to more established universities to attract prospective students.

Yet, its present recruitment

patterns appear to be somewhat traditional.

As a state university,

many costs, including tuition, are somewhat inflexible, as are the
resources of the institution to provide
students to

f~nancial

atte~Enrollment proj~ctions

incentives to entice

over the past three years

have been drastically revised downward even though FTU
is located in
,.-one of the fastest growing areas in the nation.

The number of state

universities, junior colleges, and community colleges available to
Florida's high school graduates, and those in this area in particular,
has increased rapidly, increasing the competition for prospective
students.

With a student body at FTU of about 7,500 and only 400

dormitory spaces, the university is almost totally dependent upon the
commuter student; thus further limiting the population of students from
which it must draw.
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The concentration of this study then, was concerned with the
student body that enrolled for the first time in the Fallt 1973, and
those students who applied to and were accepted for admission for
Fall, 1973, but who declined to attend.
The purpose of this study was to analyze what factors influenced
students to attend or not attend FTU.

METHODOLOGY

17

A survey was made utilizing two questionnaires to

deter~ine

the

reasons why eligible students elected to attend or not to attend FTU.
A questionnaire (Appendix D) was

~dministered

by mail to 2,036

new ·freshmen or transfer students who entered FTU in the Fall Quarter
of 1973.

The cover letter explained the purpose of the survey and gave

direction for its _completion.

A self-addressed, postage paid return

envelope was also enclosed.
A separate questionnaire (Appendix E) was administered by the same
mail process to 909 potential students who were accepted for Fall
Quarter· 1973, but did not attend FTU.
A Chi-Square analysis was used to determine if differences exist
i~

the response patterns between the two groups (those who attended and

those who did not).

In addition, a descriptive analysis was made address-

ing those items unique to only one questionnaire.

Similarities and

differences between the two groups, as indicated by the above analysis,
will serve as a basis for making modifications in the present FTU
ment policies.

r~cruit
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RESULTS

Of the 2,036 survey questionnaires mailed to first time · students
of FTU, 633 or 31 percent were returned by the cut-off date.
909 survey questionnaires mailed to prospects who

~pplied

Of the

but did not

attend, (preferred students), 227 or 25 percent were returned by the
cut-off date.
Question

One

on both surveys asked the prospect if he had applied

to FTU as a freshman, Community or Junior College transfer, four year
college transfer or graduate student.

Table I illustrates the responses

to this _question.
TABLE I
Frequency and Percentage Distribution by Student Level
Category

First Time Students

Preferred Students

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Freshman

322

51

109

49

c.

transfer

149

24

50

22

Other transfer

85

13

31

14

Graduate

73

12

33

15

629

100

223

100

J.

Totals

The results show that ·there were no ?ignificant differences,
~hi . Square=l.53 (df=3, p> 0.6)],between the first time students and

the preferred students in the type of applicants.

Responses to the

question indicate that one-half of the respondents come from high
school and about one-fourth of the respondents are Community or
Junior College transfers • .
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Question Two on the First Time Student Survey asked the size of
their graduation class.

The response to this question is illustrated

in Table II.
TABLE I I
Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Graduation Class
Sizes for First Time Students

Class Size

Number

Percentage

Less than 500

227

39

500 to 1000

289

49

1000 to 1500

40

7

More than 1500

33

5

Totals

589

.100

The results indicate that the majority of the first time respondents graduated from a class size of 500 to 1000, and 88% of the
total respondents graduating from a class size of 1000 or less.
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Table III illustrates what type of educational institution, if
any, the preferred student was now attending.

TABLE III
Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Type
of Institution Preferred Students Now Attend

Type of Institution

Number

Junior or Community
College

49

30

F~ur

41

25

6

4

15

9

111

68

year college

Vocational/Technical
School

Percentage

Professional School
Other
Total

The response indicates that more than two-thirds of the respondents did elect to continue their education though they did not choose
FTU.•
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Question Three on both surveys had to do with the number of other
colleges to which the respondents made application at the time they
applied to FTU.

The results are shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV

Frequency and Percentage Distribution by Number
of Other Col1eges_tG Which First Time and Preferred Students Applied

Number of Other Coll eges
To Which Students Applied

First Time Student

Preferred Student

Number

Number

Percent

Percent

0

408

65

87

39

1

162

16

65

29

2

72

11

37

16

3

36

6

24

11

13

2

12

5

691

100

225

100

4 or more
Total

The results of this question did indicate a significant difference,
~hi

Square = 52.43 (df

=

4, p < .Ol)],showing 65 percent of the

First· Time Students did not apply to any other institution whereas,
only 39 percent of the Preferred Students made no other applications.
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Another question on both surveys asked the respondent to indicate what choice FTU was in their selection of higher educational
institutions.

The response to this question is illustrated in

Table V.

TABLE V

Frequency _and Percentage Distribution by College Choice
'

of First Time and Preferred Students

FTU Choice

First Time Students

Preferred Students

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

481

78

133

60

Second

79

13

67

30

Third

24

4

16

7

Other

30

5

6

3

614

100

222

100

First

Totals

The results show that nearly all of the potential prospects
who applied to FTU felt that the institution was either their first
or second choice.

Sixty percent of those who did not attend

indicated that FTU was their first choice even though significant
differences, [Chi Squ~re

= 40.76 (df = 3, p

between the two types of applicants.

<

.01)] were found
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TI1e response to the question, "Did the administration of your
previous school recommend FTU?" is shown in Table VI.

TABLE VI
Frequency and Percentage Distribution of .FTU Recommendation
by Previous School of First Time and Preferred Students

FTU Recommendation
by Previous School

First Time Student

Preferred Student

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Yes

196

33

48

22

No

394

67

172

78

590

100

220

100

Total

Though FTU recommendation by previous school administration was
significantly higher for First Time Students than for Preferred
Students, [Chi Square = 50.14 (df = 3, p < .05)], two-thirds of the
First Time respondents and more than three-fourths of the Preferred
Students did not receive a recommendation from their previous
institution to attend FTU.
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The response to the question, "Did you talk to an FTU representative at your school?," is illustrated in Table VII.

TABLE VII

Frequency and Percentage Distribution by Discussion
with FTU Representative at Previous School
of First Time and Preferred Student

Talk to Representative
~

. .

.

First Time Student
Number

. .

Percent

Preferred Student
Number

Percent

:

Yes
No
Total

81

13

25

11

544

87

194

89

625

100

219

100

The results of this question did not indicate a significant
difference,

Chi Square= 6.38 (df = 3, p

>.

0.17) , between the two

groups responding.
The next question on both surveys attempted to determine who
the respondent considered as being influential in his decision
to attend college.

As illustrated · in Table VIII, parents _were

considered most influential by both groups with the second most
influential person being a friend.

The least influential by

both groups were clergymen.
A question unique to the First Time Survey asked if the
respondent visited the campus before deciding on FTU.

Of the total

respondents, 407 or 65% said yes and 220 or 35% said no.
The final question common to both surveys dealt with a rating of
factors considered important by the respondents · in deciding to

TABLE VIII
PERCENTAGE .DISTRIBUITON BY THOSE CONSIDERED
lliFLUENTIAL IN miLEGE ATI'ENDING DECISIONS OF FIRST TIME AND PREFERRED STUDENTS
-i

~tegory

Very
Influential

lst.Time Pref.
%
%
FTU Faculty
12
12

Mcxierately
Influential

Slightly
Influential

Not Very ·
InfluentiitJ.

Not at all
Influential

lst.Time
%
11

lst.Time Pref.
%
%
12
8

1st.T:ime Pref.

1st.T:1me Pre:t:
_%
%
11
12

Pre f.
%

9

%

%

10

11

15

13

. 11

11

15

10

10

10

12

6

7

7

Former
Teacher

6

9

9

10

14

10

Puidance
Counselor

6

8

14

16

16

15

22

20

24

18

18

21

man

3

4

3

6

4

6

11

10

15

15

Alwnnus
of FTU

8

8

7

9

8

7

9

10

13

13

Clergyman

1

2

2

2

2

3

7

13

16

16

5

9

9

12

10

14

13

17

12

9

30

24

20

16

16

15

8

10

5

6

1

2

-

1

-

-

-

1

[Friend

...
a,:

I

Business-

~dmi ssion

Offi ce
ri'arents
~t her

7

4 .

N

Ln

,
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attend FTU or another school.

The responses to this question, as

shown in Table IX, indicate the "location" factor as being the most
important to both type applicants.

Other important factors for both

type applicants were cost, specific academic programs and academic
reputation.
''housing."

The least important factor rated by both groups was
Other factors considered not important were "alunmi

recommendations,,., "extra-curricular ~cti vi ties," and "financial
aid.n
Question nine on the Preferred Student Survey asked the
respon~ent

this time.

to indicate his reasons for not attending college at
Table X illustrates the results of this question.

Of the respondents' who checked other, over one-half stated
that they either never received a letter of acceptance or that
the letter came too late.

Other significant responses were

"relocation" or "family problems," and "specific courses or programs
not available."
Question ten on the Preferred Student Survey asked if the
respondents planned to attend FTU at a later date.

Of the total

response, GO% replied affirmatively.
The final question on the Preferred Student Survey asked:
"How would you recommend that FTU attract students in the future?"
The major . responses to this question are grouped under three
categories:
general.

Recruiting methods, program and facilities,

~nd

The results of this question are presented in Table XI.

Fifty-three percent of the write-in responses were recommendations
on how to improve the recruiting methods, 32 percent of the responses
were suggestions to improve programs or facilities, and 15 percent

TABLE IX

- - · -~

I

iFactor Importance
Academic Reputation
Overall Reputation

nee.

of a Friend

Rec. of Family

...

Location
Cost

Percentage Distribution by Factors Considered Important in
School Selection of First Time and Preferred Students
Extremely ImPortant
Very Important
rmportant
Not So Important
lst Time Pref.
lst Time Pref.
1st Time
Pref.
1st Time
Pref.
%
%
%
%.
%
%_
%
%
I

8
----·
7

12

13

---·- -- ... ·-· 1--·-- ---·-·· -- 11
4

4

3

6

6

not asked

8

24

14

11

14

12

10

10

-·--··

- ~··-

- .._

14

5

----·

1'0
. ------ -·- -. 11

...

7

8

--

5

2

2

5

2

2

9

12

6

8

3

5

2

4

14

12

9

8

9

9

12

5

6

8

7

6

4

1~

8
-·

7-

6

7

-

7

4

8
7
_____
f-·--·-·--·---

%

1
3

6

.._

\

%

-

7
10

4 .

10
f - - - ··10

Not _Important
1st Time Pref.

1

2
·--·- ----·- -·

2

Social Aspects

1

3

3

Campus Appearance

3

3

6

Admin. Attitude

5

9

9

Student Attitude

4

5

8

9

8

9

8

7

5

L•I

Financial Aid

4

8

2

4

2

4

8

9

12

13

Alwmi Rec.

2

3

2

5

3

5

8

6

14

17

2

2

2

4

5

12

12

9

14

15
4

7

7

4

2

2

4

4
9

16

14

ExtracLU~.

Activities

Specific Ac. Prog.
Housing

~r

2

3

11
-----·- --·----·- -·
10
9

5

1

o---·2

-

10
··-·-·---- --·---6
4
5
5

7

i

·-

LJ
N

........
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TABLE X

Frequency and Dis.tribution of Reasons for Not
- At:tending College by Preferred Students
Reasons

Number

Percent

·unable to attain adequate
financial assistance

25

13

Accep,:ted full-time employment

27

14

Accepted part-time employment

2

1

Unable to m?~e adequate transportation
arrangements

6

3

Servin& in the Armed Forces

2

1

24

12

Unable to attend because of "illness

5

3

Unable to secure on-campus housing

13

7

Unable to locate adequate housing nearby

3

2

Decided to travel

1

Reassessed personal goals

Unable to arrange satisfactory
class schedule

14

7

Other

75

37

197

100

Totals
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TABLE XI
Summary of Write-In Recommendations by

Preferred Students
CoTililEilt Classifications

Number

Percent

Recruiting Methods

1.

Be more · prompt with acceptance
2. Provide m::::>re assistance in guidance
and connselliJlg
3. Ib rrore high school recruiting
4. You need IIDre publicity
5. Advertise rrore the social and
extra-curricular activities
6. ; Advertise the high academic standards
l

25
23
23
23
17
15

53

Program and Facilities

1.
2.
3.

4.

Provide m::::>re campus housing
Add to · or expand educational programs
'
.
Expand
the programs at Resldent
Centers
or other off~carnpus continuing education
Add JIDre Saturday and/ or night classes .

28
25
14

Provide m::::>re financial assistance
Reduce out-of-state tuition
Develop closer relationships between
students and faculty
Offer better class scheduling
Otl1er

10
7
5

10

32

·General
l

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

· Totals

4

ll

15

240

100
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were general comments such as providing more financial assistance,
reducing the out-of-state tuition charges and developing closer
·r elationships between students and faculty.
Although the First Time Student Survey did not specifically
ask for additional comments, quite a number of respondents volunteered information.

They were pleased with location (53), programs

or courses (22) , ·financial aid or low cost (17), time-shortened ·
degree (12), the quality of faculty (15), the Resident Centers (9),
the AFROTC program (7), the academic

q~ality

(8), and other

favorable comments (22) for a total of 165 favorable comments.
were not pleased with the attitude of the

administratio~

They

(12),

counselling and advisement (8), the social life on campus (8), the
academi~

atmosphere (7), interest in students (6), the quantity

of courses or programs (11), and other unfavorable comments (16),
totaling 68 unfavorable comments.

In general, their response

was constructive with a desire that the university lose some of
its "commuter" atmosphere and become more like a regular four-year
university.
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DISCUSSION
As stated earlier, the purpose of this study was to determine
what factors influenced students to attend or not attend FTU.

To

help answer this question, questionnaires were sent to first time
students of FTU and to applicants who were accepted to FTU but who
did not attend.

The responses to these questionnaires suggest many

improvements ·1ri the recruiting practices that could be made without
significant budgetary or policy alterations.

(See Appendix F).

Overall, the results seemed to indicate that the recruitment
l

progra~

had little influence on prospects in their decision to attend

·or not attend FTU.

Less than one-third of the first time students and

less than one-fourth of the preferred students indicated that they
received'favorable recommendations from their previous institution to
attend FTU.

Only about 10 percent of either group said they had talked

to an FTU representative ·and only 35 percent of the first time students
stated that they visited the FTIJ campus before making their decision.
Former teachers, guidance counsellors, FTU Alumni and the FTU
Admissions Office were generally not considered important factors
' relating to their desire to attend FTU.
It is also interesting to note that FTU lost students to other
colleges and universities to a greater degree than to er:1ployment
opportunities as had been suggested in previous studies.

This is

particularly significant when considering the fact that the majority of
these applicants claimed FTU as their first choice and most applied
to no more than one other institution.
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The respondents who did choose to attend FTU indicated their
decisions were primarily based on location, cost and specific academic
programs.
Fifty percent of the applicants were freshman and 25 percent were
uunior College transfers.

This compared favorably to Coleman (1973)

where 45 percent were beginning freshman applicants and 20 percent
were from Junior Colleges.

The increase of Junior College applicants

over the past year is · consistent with national trends (Johnson,
1972).

The results also reveal that 30 .. percent of those who did not
I

attend , FTU did, in fact, register at a Junior of Community College.
Sixty eight percent of the preferred students indicating that they were
attending another educational institution closely relates to the findings
of Coleman (1972).
As stated above, when considering the number of colleges other than
FTU to which the students applied, it was revealed that 68 percent of
the preferred students either made no other application or only made
one other application.

Also, 60 percent of the preferred students

indicated that FTU was their first choice and 30 percent indicated
that FTU was their second choice.

This would seem to -indicate that

there was little competition for these students by other schools.
One of the reasons why FTU was not successful in acquiring these students
may be due· to the frequent comment made on

the questionnaire that FTU

should be more prompt with their acceptance letters.

About one-third of

the total preferred student respondents stated that they either never
received an acceptance letter at all or that their acceptance was
received too late.

Sixty-six respondents indicated that they did not know

they were accepted by FTU

unti~

they received this questionnaire.

Others
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stated that they had already started at another institution before they
received their acceptance from FTU.
Two of the questions on the surveys queried applicants about
recommendations they might have received about FTU from their previous
school administration and whether or not they had talked to an FTU
representative.

Based upon the written comments by both groups, it would

appear that the . r ·e ason for this was due to a lack of publicity and
personal contacts lvith the University.

This conclusion might be

further supported by the responses of 87 percent of the first time
students and 89 percent of the preferred students who stated that they
did not talk to an FTU representative.
Another aspect of the questionnaires attempted to determine who
the
, respondent felt was influential in forming his decision to attend
college and what factors were considered important in the choice of
college.

The results indicated that parents and friends were the most
'

influential in their decision making process.

Although parents and

friends appeared to be the most important persons influencing the FTU
candidate, these factors were relatively unimportant when later compared
with other values such as location, cost and specific academic programs.
Many colleges and universities have already recognized the importance
of these influences and have involved current students in their
recruiting programs and are inviting parents as well as prospective students
to non campus" events

(Ethridge, 1972; O'Connel, 1968; Pride, 1972).

University faculty can also be influential when properly used in
the recruiting program.

This study not only revealed that FTU faculty

were important in the applicants' decision but such factors as scholastic
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reputation and specific programs which directly relate to faculty
input were also · rated higher than ~verage on the important factor scale.
Although the use of alumni in recruiting has been successf~lly
employed by other colleges, (Nicholson, 1972), FTU alumni were
considered one of the leasL influential categories, and alumni
recommendations one of the least important factors by both groups.
This is undoubtabiy due to the fact that FTU has not yet generated a
substantial alumni.
Although Coleman (1973) found that inadequate housing and extracurricular activities were of greatest concern of those considering
attendance at FTU, results of this study have not
finding.

substa~tiated

this

On the contrary, housing and extra-curricular activities

rated
lowest on the list of factors influencing the decision of whether
,
or not to apply and/or attend the University.

Perhaps an explanation

for this difference is due to the manner in which the questions were
composed in both surveys.

It is important to note that some respondents

registered opinions in the comment section of the questionnaires for
increased housing and for more and better extra curricular programs even
though many of these same people did not consider these factors too
important in reference to other academic considerations.

Of particular

note was the desire to change the "commuter school" image that they
feel the university is rapidly developing.
The implications for future research are many.

An analysis of the

attitudes by level of student; that is freshman, college transfer or
graduate students, may be of significance in determining where the
recruiting energies should be expended.

It would seem that the total

weight of recruitment should not be placed with one office.

A survey by

colleg~
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of what individual departments are doing to boost enrollment

might reduce possible duplication of services and clarify responsibilities
in the overall recruiting effort.

Other surveys to prospects could be

done to gain further information about the profile of a typical prospect.
It was interesting to note how many respondents expressed their
appreciation for the opportunity to participate in this suryey.
Continuing research can be done on how successful recruiting methods of
other schools might apply to FTU.

It would also be interesting to

determine what additional factors, other than location, cost, and
specif,.i c academic programs, might become more significant in a more
active recruiting program.
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SUMMARY

Colleges and universities throughout the nation are now faced with
shrinking enrollments.

Enrollment projections have been revised down-

ward so that higher education can ~xpect 1.5 million fewer students
in 1980 and 3.4 million less in 2000 than were estimated a decade ago.
Many colleges and universities have already closed and many others
have been forced to take drastic steps to counteract student decline.
The Carnegie Commission predicts that if these · trends continue, the
colleges and universities will be faced

~~th

a 51 billion dollar gap

between revenues and expenses by 1980.
There have been many reasons forwarded to ·. explain why the
college and university enrollment picture has changed so dramatically
in such a short time.

As the nation approaches zero population growth,

there are fewer and fewer students graduating from high school.
those who do graduate, fewer are going to college.

Of

This is partially

due to greater job availabilities for high school graduates, the
elimination of the draft, the promotion of semi-skilled professions
by state and federal governments, and changing mores which encourage
youth to seek experiences other than fvrmal education.
the

~umber

Also, while

qf available students is getting smaller, the number of

higher education institutions, especially junior or community colleges,
is increasing.

The interaction of these factors has resulted in

unprecidented competition for students.

Colleges and universities

have been forced to reexamine their existing recruiting programs and
experiment with new techniques.
TI1is study addresses causes for decreasing enrollments.from the
perspective of the university as well as the student.

Differences in
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resident · students as opposed to commuter students have been examined and
selected university solutions to their .attendance problems have been
presented.

Finally, an analysis of the recruitment program at FTU was

made to determine (1) what factors influenced students to attend or
not attend FTU, and (2) what recruiting policies, if any, caused
students to make the decisions they did.
Separate _questionnaires were mailed to all students who entered
FTU for the first time in Fall Quarter of 1973 and to all potential
students who had been accepted by FTU for Fall Quarter, 1973, but did
not attend.

Response patterns were analyzed regarding frequency and

percentage responding to each alternative for each question.

In

addition, a Chi-S.quare analysis was used to examine differences, if
any, in the response patterns of the two groups.
The results seemed to indicate that the ma]or thrusts of FTU's
recruitment program had little direct influence on prospects in their
decisions to attend or not attend FTU·

As evidence of this, less than

one-third of the first time students and less than one-fourth of
accepted but non-attending students indicated that they received
recommendations from their previous institutions to attend

Fru.

Only

about 10 percent of either group indicated that they had talked to an
FTU representative, and only 35 percent of the first time students had
visited the campus before making their decision.

Former teachers,

guidance counselors, FTU alumni, and the FTU. Admissions Office were
generally not considered as important factors influencing decisions
to attend FTU.

Out of every five applicants who were accepted but

did not attend FTU, four elected to attend another institution.
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The majority of these applicants indicated that FTU was their first
choice of schools applied and most had applied to no more than one
other institutiono
i~dicated

Respondents who did choose to attend FTU

their decisions were primarily based on location, cost,

and specific academic programs.
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Appendix D
First Time Student Survey

Dear Student:
As one of the new students to start at FTU this year, you could
be a big help to your school by taking a few minutes to complete the
enclosed questionnaire.
The purpose of the questionnaire is to enable FTU to improve
its communication with prospective students who may be interested in
attending. We want to know why you chose FTU and who or what helped
make your decision.
Please feel free to make any additional comments that you feel
would be helpful and return just as soon as possible in the selfaddressed, postage-paid envelope.
Thank you very much for your assistance.
Sincerely,

Ralph D. Gunter, Director
Administrative Services for
Research & Training

An Equal O pp ortunity Emplcyer
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FIRST TIME STIJDENT SURVEY

1.

Are you a first time freshman _ _Community or Junior College transfer_ _
other college transfer ___ post-baccalaureate or graduate student

?

----

2.

~~at

was the size of your graduation class?

Less than 500___500 to 1000___1000 to 1500

3.

~ore

than 1500

At the t~e you were considering FTU, to how many other colleges did you
apply? 0___1___. _2~3____4 or more

4.

Was FTU your first choice__. __second choice____third choice

5.

Did the administration of your previous school recommend FTU?

6.

Please rate those people whom you considered .i influcntial in your decision to

Very
Influential

Moderately
Influential

other
Yes

teacher

Guidance counselor
Friend
Businessmen

Al u::lnus

0

No

Slightly
Not Very
Not At All
Influential Influential Influential

FTIJ faculty
Fo~er

?

f FTU

Clergy1:1an
Admission Office
Parents
Other, please specify

7.

Did you talk with a FTU representative at your school?

8.

Did you visit the campus before deciding on FTU?

Yes

Yes
No

No

9.

Please indicate hO\v important each of the following was in your decision:
Extremely
Important
Academic reputation
Overall reputation
Recommendation of a friend
Recommendation of family
Location
Cost
Social aspects
Appearance of campus
Attitude of Administration
At,.t itude of students
Financial Aid

'

Recommendation of Alumni
Extra curricular activities
A specific academic
Housing
Other
please list

progra~
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Not So
Not
Important Important Important Important

Very

FLOR.IDA
BOX 25000

TECHNOLOGICAL

UNIVERSITY

ORLANDO, FLORIDA
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32816

Office of
GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH

PH . (305) 275-2671

Appendix E
Preferred Student Survey

Dear Friend:
Last year you applied for admission to FTU, were accepted, but
did no~ attend. You could be a big help to us now if you would take
a few minutes to complete the enclosed questionnaire about the
decisions you made at that time.
,

The purpose of the questionnaire is to enable FTU
its communication with prospective students who may be
attending in the future. In general, we would like to
you decided to do, what factors were important in your
decision, and where we might have been more helpful.

to improve
interested in
know what
making that

Please feel free to make any additional comments that you feel
would be helpful and return just as soon as possible in the selfaddressed, postage-paid envelope.
Thank you very much for your assistance.
Sincerely,

Ralph D. Gunter, Director
Administrative Services for
Research & Training

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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· PREFERRED STUDENT SURVEY

1.

Were you applying to FTU as a freshman_____ Communi~y or Junior College
transfer___ four year college transfer

-----

2.

r

graduate student

-----

If you are attending another education~! institution, which type?
Junior or Community College

------------------

Four year college____Fublic

Private

Vocational/Technical School
Professional School
Other, please specify

3.

At the time you were cqnsidering FTU, to how many other colleges did
you apply?

'

------------------------

0

- - 1- - -2 - -3 - -4

or more

---?

4.

Was FTU your 1st choice____2nd choice____3rd choice

5.

Did an administrator at your previous school recommend FTU?

6.

Did you talk _to an FTIJ representative at your school?

7.

Please rate the factors that were important to you in selecting the school

other

Yes

Yes

No

No

you now attend.
Extremely
Important
Academic reputation
Overall reputation
Recomnendation of a friend
Location
Cost
Social aspects
Appearance of campus
Attitude of Administration
Attitude of students
Financial Aid
Reconnendation of Alumni

Very
Not So
Not
Important lrr.portant Important Important

7.
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Continued
Extremely
Important

Very
Important

~portant

Not So
Not
Important Important

Extra curricular · activities
A specific academic program

---

.Housing
Other
please lrst

8.

Please rate those peop±e whom you considered influential in your decision to
apply to FTU:
Very
Moderately
Influential Influential

Slightly
Influential

Not Very
Not At All
Influential Influential

FTIJ faculty
Former teacher
Guidance counselor

'

Friend
Businessmen
Alumnus - of FTU
Clergyman
'
Admission Office

Parents
Other, please specify ___
9.

Kindly indicate your reasons for not

---I
---I
---I
---I
---I

att~nding

college at this time.

was unable to obtain adequate financial assistance
accepted full-time employment
accepted part-time employment
was unable to make adequate transportation ?rrangernents
am currently serving in the armed force5
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9.

Continued
_____! reassessed ~y personal and educational goals since I applied

for admission

---I

was unable to attend because of illness

_____! was unable to secure on-campus housing
_____I was unable to locate adequate housing nearby

---I

decided to travel

_____! was unable to arrange a satisfactory class schedule

---Other

10.~

I plan to attend Florida Technological University at a later date

---Yes
---No
11.

How would you recommend that FTU attract students in the future?
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APPENDIX F
Recommendations for Improving FTU Recruiting Practices
Based on the results of this study, a number of suggestions could
be considered to improve the FTU recruitment program.

Some of these

suggestions are:
1.

Place a greate.r emphasis on a prospect who has initiated an
inquiry to the University.
student a university

has ~

This is the best prospective
Communication with this prospect

should be on-going until a final decision has been made.
2.

Establish and maintain an up-to-date mailing list.

This study,

as well 'as Coleman's study, indicated that most of the
prospects who did not attend at this time plan to attend FTU at
a later date.

~

Investigate alternative means to expedite the acceptance process.
If a final acceptance cannot be made sooner, possibly an
intermediate step could be taken that would prevent losing
prospects to other schools due to late

~

ac~eptance

letters.

Expand the high school and junior college recruiting program.
Every high school senior and second year junior college student,
especially in the six-county area FTU is serving, if not in the
state, should know about FTU and what it has to offer.

This

should be done by personal contact where possible.
-~Make certain that high school and junior college counselors, as

well as their faculty and administratio~ are aware of the
areas in which FTU can best serve prospective studen t s.

6.

50
Coordinate the entire recruiting program within the university

to assure maximum results for the cost and effort invested.

~Involve

the student body, alumni, faculty and administration

of the university in the ov.e rall recruiting program.

B.

Be certain that proper guidance and counseling is afforded
to both prospects and students.

9.

Establish

spe~ial

days

~or

prospective students and their

parents to visit the campus.

~

Increase the amount of advertising emphasizing the academic
reputation of the university.

Both the respondents who attended,

as well as those who did not, were impressed with the university
philosophy of "accent on the individual" and "accent on
excellence."

These fine principles should not only be

practiced within the university, but should be known by
prospective students.

Such special emphasis on the "time-

shortened degree" for exceptional students and the concern
of the Developmental Center for students who desire additional
help should be noted.

.,
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